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ABSTRACT

The surface modes of a finite diatomic chain of alternating atoms (NL / M )

are investigated. The surface force constants are assumed to differ from the

bulk ones, vith the resulting surface parameter a identical on both ends of the

chain. Criteria, governing the existence of interband surface (IBS) modes with

frequencies lying in the forbidden gap between acoustical and optical buli bands

for natural (a=l) as well as non-natural (a^l) surface defect, are analysed

by the difference equation method. I t is found that the IBS modes local ize,

depending on the value of the surface parameter a, either at the surface of lighter

atoms (if a is posit ive) , or at that of heavier atoms (if a is negative).

Two, one of no IBS modes are found to exist in the chain depending on the relation

between the mass rat io and surface parameter - quantities on which the surface

localization increment t̂ depends. If two modes are present (one acoustical

and the other opt ical) , their frequencies are disposed symmetrically with,

respect to the middle of the forbidden gap, provided the surface defect is

natural, or aymmetrically - if i t is other than natural. If the localization

of the IBS mode exceeds a well defined c r i t i ca l value t = , the mode frequency

becomes complex, indicating that the mode undergoes a damping. A comparison

of the present results and those obtained by Wallis for the diatomic chain

with natural surface defect is also given.

1. Introduction

Surface defect of crystalline bodies consists of two con-

tributions: (1 ) natural (pure surface) defect i . e . the differ-

ence in energy of the atoms at the surface compared with that

of the bulk atoms due to the deficit in neighbourhood of the

former caused by the natural limits set on the size of the

body and (2) defect other than natural (perturbational defect),

originating in the specific physical situation of the atoms at

the surface due to physico-chemical surface processes, which

may result in a value different from the bulk one for the ef-

fective force constanta at the surfaces. I t will be remembered

that natural defect in a monatomic finite chain with nearest-

neighbour interactions only causes no surface vibrational

modes of any type; they are caused by defect other than natu-

ral only. For a discussion, see Ref. f i j (symmetrical chain)

and Ref. [2J (asymmetric chain) , where i t has been shown that

the precondition for the existence of surface mode frequen-

cies flying beyond the bulk mode band) requires that surface

defect shall differ sufficiently strongly from natural defect.

The situation is entirely different in Wallis' case [$} of a
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finite diatomic chain consisting of atoms having two different

masses 1^= m and M2= M (with m^M) and arranged in alterna-

ting array. In a one-dimensional lattice like this, natural

defect suffices to produce surface modes with frequencies

lying in the forbidden gap between the optical and acoustical

branches, provided that the ratio m/M is less than a well

defined critical value [3j . In a chain consisting of an even

number of atoms L ["even chain") , i.e. with end atoms not

alike (mM type of chain ) , an arbitrarily small (infinitesimal)

difference in mass between the two kinds of atoms is sufficient

to lead to the occurrence of a surface mode frequency in the

middle of the forbidden gap. In an odd chain (with end atoms

alike ) , surface modes occur only if the ends of the chain are

occupied by atoms of the lighter kind (mMm chain) and the ratio

m / L " . In this case, twom/M fulfills the inequality m /
M L" + 1

surface mode frequencies (an acoustic and an optical mode) will

appear in the forbidden gap, and are disposed symmetrically

with respect to the centrum of the latter.

The effect of a surface can be quite important, especially

when experiments are performed with very fine particles or

thin films. Recently, the investigation of spin wave modes in

thin magnetic films by ferromagnetic resonance technique has

revealed an important role of non-natural surface defect in

the determination of surface properties of magnetic thin film

crystals (see e.g. [4J ) . Therefore, it is worth-while to study the

the effect of surface perturbation on the vibrations of complex

lattices within the framework of a general approach, allowing to

include into our considerations both natural and non-natural surface

defects. The aim of the present paper is to study the influence of
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surface defect (other than natural) in a finite diatomic chain

on the existence criteria of the interband surface vibrational

modes as well as on their frequencies. It turns out that the

existence criteria have to be formulated separately for the

acoustic mode and for the optical mode. In the even chain

however the two modes always appear simultaneously and their

occurrence requires an appropriately considerable difference

between the atomic masses m and M (this is not so in the

case of natural defect) . The odd chain can either exhibit a

single surface mode or two modes simultaneously (one of either

kind) ; in the latter case their frequencies are disposed asy-

mmetrically with respect to the gap centrum. The critical

value of Mj/M, is now dependent on L , the length of the

chain, and moreover on the magnitude of the surface defect

(as measure of the latter, we introduce a quantity referred to

as the surface parameter) . As a cosequence of this, it is

found that defect other than natural admits of the existence

of interband surface modes in an MmM type of chain (i.e. in

one with heavier atoms at its ends) as well.

To achieve our aim, we shall apply a method of calculation

different from those hitherto applied in the literature

(scattering and transfer matrix methods, or that consisting

in the use of continuant determinants of Rutherford ( 5 | ) •

We have in mind the method of "effective surface parameters"

which are used to determine the boundary conditions by

applying a trick consisting in the fictitious extension of

the chain. The method has been applied by us previously in

studies of vibrational modes of the finite monatomic chain

-k-
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J_1,2J; in this paper, it is first applied to study the vibra-

tional modes of a finite diatomic chain. Its application to the

latter problem is found to be feasible since, as will tie shown

futher on, appropriate transformations permit the reduction

of the equations of motion of the diatomic chain to those of

an effective monatomic chain:

Here, we shall use a simplified model expressing the non-

-natural surface perturbation in terms of surface force

constants different from the bulk constants. We shall moreover

impose a symmetry condition, assuming the surface force

constants to be identical at the two ends of the chain. This

symmetry, when imposed on the problem, makes it more convenient

to study in that but one surface parameter is involved in the

discussion of the results. Surely, this assumption represents

a simplification. However, it is our aim to prove certain new

qualitative results only, originating in defect other than

natural; in this, indeed, the symmetry assumption is very useful.

We would, of course, expect that extra complications of the model

may be needed when it cornea to obtaining quantitative results;

2, Reduction of the equations of motion to monatomic equations

Consider a diatomic one-dimensional lattice consisting of

1 atoms of two kinds, with masses M1 and FU , arranged in

alternating array with either an M.. or M~ atom at the ends

of the lattice. The atoms have their equilibrium positions at

points E = Id , with d - the lattice constant, and

I - 0,1,... L-1. As in Ref. |~3~j we consider only longitudinal

vibrations, i.e. assume the small displacements S' of the

atoms from their equilibrium positions as parallel to the axis

of the chain. The nearest neighbour Hooke law force acting on

an 1-th atom is expressed by force constants as:

r«'
The perturbed (non-natural) surface defect is taken into ac-

count by distinguishing two force constants, namely: K1 for

surface atoms, and K otherwise, i.e. we assume:

B

(K

2

+ K'J

K

K

for

f o r

fo r

1

1

1

=. 1'

= ! •

- 1'

= 0

- 1,

i i

and

2, . . .

•

1 =

L-2

I 1

;

= L-1 ;

(2)
11 •

The equation of motion for the displacements of the atoms

{we first consider a chain with L odd) are given by:

for 1 - 0 ,

for 1 odd,

for 1 even,

for 1 -L-1.

On effecting the substitutions ^ 1 - W^e <**T (T - time)

the differential equations of motion transform to a system of

difference equations:
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0 ,

o,

where the following notations are introduced;

2 - £. 2. a

1 _

E

for

for

for

for

1 = 0,

1 even,

1 Odd,

1 = L-1;
U)

(5)

(6)

(7)

The quantity a will be termed the surface parameter, and

hence the stability conditions of the system require £ ̂  0,

K1 ^ 0 , the surface parameter to satisfy the inequality:

a ^ 1 . (B)

Let us multiply all equations (4) with 1 even, by

and all equations with 1 odd — by -J^ , and let ua in-

troduce simultaneously the new displacement variable defined

as:

U-,

for 1 even

for 1 odd.

The set of equations (4) now becomes:

0 • for 1 = 0 ,

l+1 = ° > f 0 r 1 = 2t3

C " ^ " 3)UL-1 = ° • for 1 = L-1

(9)

- A) Uo - IT,

Ul "

which constitutes the system of equations of motion for a fic-

titious (subsidiary) raonatomic chain with the effective surface

parameters:

(11)

On repeating the preceding calculations for a chain consisting

of an even number of atoms (L even) the result is the same with

the exception that the tT;o effective surface parameters are

now different:

(12)

The above achieved reduction of the diatomic equations of mo-

tion to those of a monatomic chain enables us to study the

vibrational properties of the diatomic chain by applying the

surface parameter method used previously in Befs £1,2] to in-

vestigate the eigen-problem of the monatomic chain. '.7e shall

deal separately with the symmetric chain (L odd) and asymmet-

rical chain (L even). To start with, however,-let ua first

study some general properties of the surface parameters and

boundary conditions Involved,

3, General properties of the vibration spectrum

The dispersion relation will be derived, as in. Refs [1,2],

introducing the quantity £" by having recourse to the bulk

diagonal element of Eqs (10) ty the" equality:

(13)- Z COS t .

This leads to the following expression:
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6"
(u)

-where yre have introduced the notation:

£ =

7;here

The relation (15) is depicted in Fig. 1, where f" is seen

to be real in the following two regions of the frequency %

(16a)

(16b)

These regions represent the bands of bulk vibrations, acous-

tical and optical, respectively. In the other two regions

i.e. 1 - £ < <1 + £ (forbidden gap) and — > 2,

the quantity £" is complex and this precisely is why surface

mode frequencies can appear in these two regions. We will re-

fer to these modes, respectively, as interband surface (IBS)

modes (existing in the forbidden gap), and outer or high-

-frequency surface (HIS) modes (existing above the level

= 2). As it has been shorn in Ref.[3], acoustical IBS

modes exist in the region 1 ~£ <[ — - \ 1 with 1 - — - it,

and optical ones in that of 1 ̂  — - <1 + £. with

*P =—+ it , where tj^ 0 isthelocalization increment of
X

surface modes. At the edges of the forbidden gap, the modes

are of an intermediate bulk-surfgce nature with t - 0, where-

as at the centrum of the gap they attain their maximum of lo-

calization with a critical value of t = tQ given by the

equation:

sink'
f M M1 x

(17)

(The EFS modes have a complex value of t in the from

?*= T + it, and there is no upper limit for the localiza-

tion increment in this case. } Only IBS modes will be the sub-

ject of our further consideretions.

let U3 now discuss some general properties of the surface

parameter. These properties are specified by the natural sur-

face parameter factor n (CO) , defined as follows:

JL
(18)

where "+" and "-" correspond to the bulk and IBS mode regions,

respectively, The factor n(u)) is a real quantity, and its

dependence on <D is shown in Fig. 2,

The boundary conditions of the set of equations (10) ex-

pressed in terms of effective surface parameters take the fol-

lowing from:

L-1
0 9)

where the U, .are normal mode functions of the finite mona-

tomic chain ["1 f 2~] . Formally, Eqs (19) are identical with

those' of the boundary conditions of the monatomic chain.

-9-
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However, in the monatomic case, the surface parameters are real,

whereas in the diatomic case this is so only for the bulk mode

regions, v/here

3 A for L add, (20a)

A = a %(u>J , B - a —- for L even. (20b)

Whereas, in the forbidden gap region, the surface parameters

are purely imaginary:

A = ia.n(o) , B = A

A = , B = -ia

for 1 odd; (21a)

for L even. (21b)

Moreover, new features of A and B orginate in the properties of

the natural surface parameter factor n (co) . The latter is in-

dependent of the frequency O in the monatomic case (as being

constant, n(d) s 1) , but is a function of a ( different in

the distinct regions of Fig. 2) in the diatomic case. Eqs (20)

and (21) lead us to deal with the boundary equations (19) sep-

arately for the chain with end atoms alike and that with end

atoms not alike.

4. The existence criteria of the surface modes for the chain

with end atoms alike

If the atoms are arranged in alternating pattern M. M̂ M.. MpM.

with M1-atoms at the ends of the chain, the problem to he

considered possesses complete symmetricity and the results

of Ref. [il hold. The allowed vibrational modes are either sym-

metric or antisymmetric, with the follo~:in^ boundary condi-

tions imposed on their wave numbers:

= f\ (f")

sut
for antisymmetric nodes.

(22a)

(22b)

For ̂ bulk modes both T" and A(^) are real, whereas for IBS

moaea 7* = j * it is complex and A{ 7M is purely imasin&ry

(see Eqs (20a) and (£1a)). In the latter case, -"hen consider-

ing any of the Eqs (22), we h?.ve to equate the real and imag-

inary parts separately.

Since the total number of roots 7" (real and complex)

must be equal to L (the number of atoms in the chain), we

obtain from the above criterion that, in order that IBS modes

of the appropriate type shall be present in the spectrum, the

following inequalities have to be fulfilled:

for acoustic modes;

Ut-i
. f , (23a)

(23b)
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for optical modes:

(24a)

(24b)

The sign of eauality corresponds to t =• 0 and that of in-

equality to t > 0. In the plane (M̂ /HL,, a) of Fig. 3 we show

the regions of existence of IBS modes for which the frequency --~•

is real. I.e. n i t J t c . One notes that, depending on the

relation between M̂ /ffig and _a_, the spectrum can contain two,

one or no IBS modes. If two IBS are present, either of them be-

longs to a different type and, in the case of natural surface

conditions, are disposed symmetrically with respect to the

middle of the forbidden gap, but are disposed asymmetrically

(see Fig.'4) in the case of conditions other than natural.

It is worth noting that Fig. 3 moreover shows that surface

modes with localization greater than t0 can exist as well.

The frequency - — of such surface modes, as it is seen from

Sq,(l4.), i« complex, with imaginary part responsible for

their damping. These damped surface modes always lie in the

middle of the forbidden gap due to the circumstance that their

He = 1 . The properties of damped IBS modes will not be

discussed in this paper, since this would require a generaliza-

tion of the present procedure to the case with general com-

olex fora, of the surface parameters, instead of the purely

imaginary ones assumed here.

From Jig. 3 it results that to each value of the ratio

there corresponds a range of values of the parameter a

favouring the existence of IBS modes. A general localization

principle for these modes can be formulated as follows:

if M-i/Mg <^1 , the existence condition for IBS modes

requires that a > 0, whereas if M-j/Mg ̂  1 it requires that

a < 0. Consequently, IBS modes can he localized at light end

atoms only if the surface parameter is positive, and at heavy

end atoms only if it is negative.

5. The existence criteria of the surface modes for the chain

with end atoms not alike

In this section we consider the IBS mode frequencies of a

diatomic chain consisting of an even number of atoms arranged

in an alternating pattern M^MJSLjHL with the end atoms having

different masses. For such a system the boundary conditions

are asymmetrical, and the results of paper £2̂ ] are applicable.

The boundary equation has the form [2]:

and p are defined

an.
Ceft-p

where the characteristic parameters r

as follows
(26)

The effective surface parameters A and B are defined by Eqs

(20b) for bulk Modes and by Eqs (21b) for IBS modes. On our de-

finition of the problem, Eq.(25) has to be invariant with re-

spect to the transformation M-j^5 M2 • The verification for

bulk modes is trivial whereas for IBS modes we have first to

-13-



note thatj by the definitions (18), fj) and (6), the transfor-

mation M 1 ^ Mp changes the effective surface parameters in

accordance with the following principle: n(cj) — ^ n(oj-} '

i —> -1 .

On analysing Eq.(25) along the lines of Section 4 we ar-

rive at the follovring formulation of the existence criteria

of surface modes:

for acoustic IBS modes:

Jl^-l-fa-ij if (27*)

for op t i ca l IJES modes:

Ot- (28a)

(28b)

As in Section 4, the sign of equality corresponds to the so-

lution t = 0. YJhereaa on insertion of Eq.(17) into Eq,(25)

we find that the root ****(. occurs for two values of _a_

only, namely a - 1 (if M2 > 11,), and a = -1 (if M2 ̂ M - , ) .

Fig. 5 shOT73 the existence regions of IBS modes (T7ith lo-

calization 0 ̂ t ^t c) in the plane of variables J^/Mg vs.

(a2 - 1 )/2a * As we knovr from Section 4, ?.t a nell defined

value of a the IBS modes localize either at the light end

atom (if a "̂  0) or at the heavy end atom (if a < 0). Tie

hence make the interpretation of Pig. 5 univocal on assigning

the semi-axis a > 0 to the region l^/M- < 1 and, to the

region M^Mj > 1, the serai-axis a < 0. In the case of nat-

ural conditions (a = 1 ) two IBS modes exist (the one acoustic

and the other optical ) , both having the same ( maximal} localiza-

tion t = t and one frequency, situated in the middle of

c

the gap. As the surface conditions become non-natural (a ̂  1) ,

the degeneracy of the two modes vanishes, since the one (that

with decreased localization) "moves away" from the centrum of

the gap whereas the other (that with increased localization)

remains in the centrum and becomes a damped surface mode;

Similar results hold for the IBS modes localized on the heavy-

end atom of the chain, with the sole difference that their de-

generacy occurs for the negative a-value: a = -1, and vanishes

when a.4* -1 • If a takes one of the values +1 or -1, an

arbitrarily small (even infinitesimal) difference between the

masses M^ and M2 is sufficient for the existence of IBS

modes and the frequency common to them is independent of the

ratio M-j/FL, . For all other surface conditions, however, the

ratio of masses M has to be lesser or greater than some

critical value, dependent on the value of the surface

parameter a ,

6, Final conclusions and remarks

When particularized, the present results go over into

those of Ref. I 3 I , where the diatomic chain with free ends

was considered. Since Wallis' "free ends"' mean natural

surface defect, the rules established by us in the present

paper should go over into those of Wallis on putting

-15- -16-
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a = 1 in our equations.,In fact,

(i) Eqs (23b) and (24b) are never fulfilled for a = 1 ,

meaning that IBS modes cannot occur in a "natural" diatomic

ch.iin with heavier atoms at the ends;

(ii) Eqs (23a) and (24a) 30 over simultaneously into the wa

lis condition;

L-1
n (29)

representing the existence criterion for IBS modes in a

"natural" chain with lighter atoms at the chain ends;

(ill) Eqs (27-28) are fulfilled for a. = 1 when the masses

I&l and M2 differ infinitesimally, meaning in accordance

with Ref.[3] that, in a "natural" diatomic chain with end

atoms not alike, IBS modes exist always. An analysis of Fig.5

and Eq.(2"5) shows that, in this case, two IBS modes (the one

acoustic and the other optical) exist, having the same locali-

zation increment t to which corresponds a single mode fre-

quency lying in the middle of the forbidden gap, as predicted

by Ret. [3];

(iv) Wo frequency degeneracy of the two IBS modes occurs in

the diatomic chain with end atoms alike. The frequencies are

always well resolved ; they are disposed symmetrically

with respect to the middle of the gap in the case of the

"natural" chain and asymmetrically in that of the "non-natural"

chain. (This property can serve as criterion when determining

the type of boundary conditions in experiments on various

sy stems.)

It is well known (see e.g. Yiu-Chung Cheng HaT) that the

maximum number of surface modes able to localize at one sur-

face of a 'bounded crystal lattice is equal to the number of

atoms in the unit cell of the lattice. Thus, in the case of

the diatomic system {finite chain) considered in this paper,

the total number of surface modes amounts to four. We have shown

that only two of the permitted four surface modes are IBS modes,

the remaining two being outer surface modes \_7 j (not considered

here, and existing for a<^0 only) . When formulating the

existence criteria for IBS modes we have disclosed two essentially

important properties of the latter originating in non-natural

surface defect: (i) the IBS modes can localize not only on the

surface of lighter atoms (as permitted by "natural" conditions)

but, aa well, on the surface of heavier atoms, provided the surface

parameter a is negative, and (ii) excessively strong

localization of the surface modes leads to their damping — thus,

If t^t , their frequency becomes complex (no such damping

effect occurs for "natural11 defect) .

Finally, let us note that the stability conditions of the

system require that the surface parameter shall fulfill the

inequality a ̂  1. Hence, when analysing Figs 3 and 5, one

should keep in mind that the stability bounds pass through

the points corresponding to a = 1. We preferred to refrain

from marking the bounds so as to permit a "continuous" read-

ing of the properties of the regions depicted there. This

made it ppossible i.a. to take note of the twofold degeneracy

of the level situated in the middle of the gap in the case of

the chain with end atoms not alike. Also, this representation

of our results permits the assessment of how the chain

length 1 influences the existence conditions for IBS modes.

-17-
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Figure captions ,

2 ^ ^
Fig.1. The dependence of 4 cos t S xy on — defines

two regions with 2s complex: 1^ forbidden gap for

> 1 - 8 < <£ 1 + £ , where + it , and

2) the region > 2, where T~ = ft* + it

Fig.2. The dependence of the natural surface parameter factor

n (co) on frequency in various bulk and surface mode

regions

Fig.3. Regions of the existence of interband-gap surface

modes in finite diatomic chain with end atoms alike

(notations: ASfM - acoustic surface modes,

OSfM - optical surface modes) ; a) for L = 5,

b) for L = 11 (L - number of atoms in the chain)

Fig.4. Frequencies of the normal modes of the diatomic chain

with both end atoms light (L = 11, number of atoms in

the chainjis aesumed,) , for different values of the

surface parameter a and mass ratio m/M. Note that the

disposition of surface mode frequencies is symmetric

with respect to the middle of the gap for natural

surface defect [a = 1) but asymmetrical for defect other

than natural (a ̂  1) . The case {1 ) corresponds to the

natural surface defect and the zero frequency level

exists in that case. In the case 14) there exists an

acoustic IBS mode (denoted by an asterisk ) with a

complex frequency

Fig.5. Regions of the existence of interband-gap surface

modes in finite diatomic chain with end atoms not

alike (acoustic f - ̂ - - it, optical /" - ->r * it).

Surface modes existing in the regions of the lower

part of the figure (a y 0) are localized on the

light end atom of the chain; inversely, the regions

of the upper half (a ̂  0) display those modes which

are localized on the heavy end atom. The straight

line (a - 1 )/2a » 0 represents conditions with

localization t • tn
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